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Dual Velocity (1998) 

SHU/ (Water) (2003) 

Light and Joyful 
Expressively 
Playfully 

Capriccio (1985) 

Sonata-Allegro 
Molto adagio 
Like a Barcarolle 
Gingando 
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INTERMISSION 

La Lugubre Gondola (1882) 

Pierre Jalbert 
(b. 1967) 

Shih-Hui Chen 
(b.1962) 

William Balcom 
(b.1938) 

Franz Liszt 
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(1811-1886) • 

Sonata in G Minor, Op. 65 (1845-46) 

Allegro moderato 
Scherzo: Allegro con brio 
Largo 
Finale: Allegro 

Frederic Chopin 
(1810-1849) 

The reverberative acoustics of Duncan Recital Hall magnify the slightest 
sound made by the audience. Your care and courtesy will be appreciated. 

The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

Dual Velocity . . Pierre Jalbert 

After viewing a television documentary on the history of Rock and Blues 
in America, I became fascinated with some of the techniques used for expres
sive purposes. I wanted to incorporate some of these elements into my own 
writing without necessarily imitating any particular style. The rhythmic vital
ity and expressive pitch bending contained in some of this music were of par
ticular interest to me. This work was one of the results. 

Dual Velocity was written for the Fischer Duo and was premiered at the 
St. Gaudens National Historic Site in Cornish , New Hampshire, on July 5, 
1998. As the title suggests, it incorporates fast virtuosic passages in which 
the cello and piano interchange roles as virtuoso soloist versus accompanist. 

While composing this work, since this was to be a piece for The Fischer 
Duo, I tried to think of the character of their playing. Two things struck me: 
their passionate lyricism and their virtuosity. Therefore, I attempted to in
clude both of these characteristics in this short work. 

The basic material for the piece comes from the usable pitches in the name 
FiSCHEr Duo ( F, E-jlat, C, B, E, D). This generates the lyrical opening - a 
solo cello line full of jazz inspired pitch bends. It also generates the furious 
ostinato figure that follows and returns throughout the course of the work. 

- Note by the composer 

SHU! (Water) . . Shih-Hui Chen 

Although the title of this piece SHU! (Water) suggests water-like imagery 
(as can be heard in the opening piano figure), it serves as a point of departure 
for a more abstract study in continuity. While all movements have distinct char
acters, the materials are interconnected. This piece is one of five pieces which 
focus on integrating Western compositional techniques with Chinese sound 
qualities. There are two other completed pieces in this group: 
Jin (Gold) for pipa and chamber orchestra, and Tu (Earth), a mini viola con
certo with pipa, flute, and percussion. 

SHU! is dedicated to Jeanne and Norman Fischer for their friendship , 
generosity, and superb musicianship. 

- Note by the composer 

Capriccio. . William Bo/com 

Pulitzer Prize-winning composer William Balcom is one of the most facile 
and gifted musicians I have ever met. A student of Milhaud, Messiaen and 
Leland Smith , Bolcom's music has an eclectic style easily embracing ragtime, 
electronic music, world music, popular song and serial methods. He has been 
teaching at the University of Michigan since 1973. My friendship with Bill 
Balcom goes back to 1972 when he wrote his wonderful String Quartet No. 9 
for the Concord String Quartet. Capriccio is a four-movement work that 
captures an effervescent quality that is tender, brilliant, and funny. The last 
movement was inspired by the tangos of Ernesto Nazareth (1863-1934), the 
Brazilian pianist and composer whom Villa-Lobos called "the true incarna
tion of the Brazilian soul." Nazareth's performances at the Odeon Cinema 
(where he played for silent films) inspired Milhaud's Saudades do Brasil. In 
a program note on the Capriccio, Bo/com writes: 

The four-movement work is very much like a sonata in outward form, 
although the proportions are unusual. There is a "Brahms-cum-Mil
haud" urge behind the pieces, but the homage to these two particu-



far composers at once turns out to be a meeting of opposites within 
a Classical mold. Milhaud was strongly allergic to Brahms' music. 

The first movement is a sonata-allegro in miniature, reminiscent of 
the laconic openings one often observes in Milhaud chamber works, 
followed by a short, elegiac, Molto adagio. The third, "Like a Barca
rolle;' is quite Brahmsian in feeling and form. All these movements 
lead up to the last, a giant Brazilian tango in the tradition of Ernesto 
Nazareth. Its title, "Gingando;' is an often-encountered marking in 
Nazareth sheet music ... various people say that it means the shak
ing of a dancing woman's hips, a winking of an eye, a joyful surge in 
the dancing and a few other divergent translations! (Perhaps gingan
do is a fusion of all these meanings.) Nazareth's example inspired me 
to expand upon an early piano piece, Rap-Tango, to make this capri
cious last movement. 

- Notes by Norman Fischer 

La Lugubre Gondola . . Franz Liszt 

The image of a Venetian hearse - a gondola painted and draped in black
was particularly striking to Liszt while he was visiting his son-in-law, Richard 
Wagner, during his final illness in Venice. He wrote two versions of La Lugu
bre Gondola for piano solo, one before Wagner's death and one after. It is this 
second version that Liszt transcribed for cello and piano (this was the pre
ferred medium by the composer), and it is one of his most strikingly personal 
masterpieces. One almost hears the haunting opening recitative to Wagner's 
Tristan. The second theme offers a beautiful cello melody over a piano osti
nato, which produces unusual dissonances, and the middle "dolente" section 
explores alternating major and minor chords revealing an eerie effect of light 
and dark. The opening motive returns in a climactic "appassionato," and the 
coda brings in a series of slow processional minor chords, much like a fune
ral dirge. 

- Note by Norman Fischer 

Sonata in G Minor, Op. 65 . . Frederic Chopin 

Fourteen years after the friendship and collaboration with the celebrated 
cello virtuoso Auguste Franchomme had begun, Chopin turned a final time to 
writing for the cello. Instead of showcasing the virtuosic element of the two 
instruments in a salon-type work, as in the Op. 3 Polonaise and the Grand 
Duo Concertant, Chopin chose the most serious idiom: a four-movement so
nata. A lot had transpired in the intervening years, a deteriorating love af 
fair and much illness and suffering, but Franchomme's friendship was stead
fast. Little did Chopin know that this Sonata in G Minor was to be the last 
work he would write (1846), the last work he would play in public (1848), 
and the last work he would hear at his deathbed (1849). 

The first movement is an extensive sonata form that integrates the two 
instruments seamlessly both in melodic and accompanimental figurations. 
The second movement is an energetic scherzo with a glorious cello melody in 
D major as its trio counterpart. Chopin clearly had Franchomme's beautiful 
legato playing as his inspiration when he composed the slow movement - a 
nocturne in B-flat majo,: The final movement starts in G minor, and is bril
liantly complex and rhythmically exciting. In the coda, Chopin changes the 
key to G major only to surprise us at the very end with a plagal cadence, as 
if to say "Amen'.' 

- Note by Norman Fischer 
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BIOGRAPHIES 

With over thirty years of performing together, THE FISCHER DUO has 

been widely praised by music critics for its choice of repertoire. Thoroughly 
versed in the classical repertoire of Brahms, Beethoven, and Schumann, the 
Fischer Duo has acquired an equally impressive reputation for rediscovering 
neglected works of the past (Busoni, Boulanger, Foote, and Liszt). They have 
commissioned many new scores by gifted contemporary composers such as 
George Rochberg, David Stock, Robert Sirota, Augusta Read Thomas, Richard 
Lavenda, Pierre Jalbert, Anthony Brandt, Shih-Hui Chen, and Richard Wilson. 
"One felt like applauding the Fischer Duo before they even played a note for 

programming rarely-heard cello music by Chopin and Liszt," wrote a reviewer 
in the The Washington Post. Last October the Fischer Duo launched a new 
chamber music festival in Vermont with violinist Curtis Macomber. 

The Fischer Duo is also known for enlightened residency work. In 1996 the 
United States Information Agency (USIA) selected the Fischer Duo as Artistic 
Ambassadors, and they toured South America and the next year toured South 
Africa receiving the highest ratings for musical maturity and open access to 
audiences. 

The critic from the The Toledo Blade summed up a concert experience with 
the Fischer Duo: "If there was a prize for Most Elegant Sound by a Chamber 
Group, the Fischer Duo would surely win it. The two together have a sort of 
slow-burning combustion on stage that makes for some really exciting and spon
taneous music. This is a pair that really knows their repertoire, and more im
portantly, knows how to absorb an audience into their own musical universe." 

The Fischer Duo has performed on public television and National Public 
Radio. Their compact disc debut, "Imaginees: Music of French Masters," was 
given Fanfare magazine's highest recommendation: "For fine sound, on top of 
probing duo teamwork and elegant program-making." They have three other 
compact discs available on the Gasparo label. "American Music in the 1990s" 
[GSCD-349} includes commissioned works for the duo by George Rochberg, 
Pierre Jalbert, Samuel Jones, and Augusta Read Thomas. The Strad magazine 
said, "The duo gives thoroughly persuasive performances of all four works, 
scratching through the surface gesture to get to the heart of the music's expres
sive potential." Also available on Gasparo is "Robert Sirota: Works for Cello" 
[GSCD-350} and "Born in America in 1938" [GSCD-351} featuring works 
by William Balcom, John Corigliano, Ellsworth Milburn, John Harbison, Joan 
Tower, and Charles Wuorinen . 

After completing instrumental study with Richard Kapuscinski, Claus 
Adam, and Bernard Greenhouse, NORMAN FISCHER first graced the in
ternational concert stage as cellist with the Concord String Quartet, a group 
that won the Naumburg Chamber Music Award, an Emmy and several Gram
my nominations, and recorded over forty works on RCA Red Seal, Vax, None
such, Turnabout, and CR!. The New York Times recently said, "During its 
sixteen years, the supervirtuosic Concord String Quartet championed con
temporary work while staying rooted in the Western tradition." In addition 
to performing the major concertos, Mr. Fischer has premiered and recorded 
many new scores for cello and orchestra. Recitals of unaccompanied cello 
works have received rave reviews such as "Inspiring" (The New York Times) 
for his New York debut recital of the complete Bach Suites in one evening, 



and "Coruscating" (The Boston Globe) for his performance of Osvaldo Gol
ijov's Omaramor at the opening of the 1998 Tanglewood festival. His cham
ber music expertise has led to guest appearances with the Audubon, Blair, 
Cavani, Chester, Chiara, Ciampi, Cleveland, Emerson, Enso, Juilliard, Men
delssohn, and Schoenberg string quartets, the Santa Fe Chamber Music Fes
tival, Chamber Music International, Chamber Music Ann Arbor, CONTEXT, 
and Da Camera of Houston. 

A devoted teacher and mentor to younger players, Mr. Fischer has taught 
at Dartmouth College, the Oberlin Conservatory of Music, and currently is 
Professor of Violoncello at the Shepherd School of Music. Since 1985 he 
has taught at the Tanglewood Music Center, where is now the Coordinator 
of Strings and Chamber Music. 

JEANNE KIERMAN is a leading advocate of the piano as a collaborative 
instrument. A graduate of Oberlin College, the Dalcroze School, and the New 
England Conservatory, she studied with master pianists Miles Mauney, Victor 
Rosenbaum, William Masse/as, and Menahem Pressler. Ms. Kierman is equally 
adroit as a collaborator with voice or instrument and is in great demand as 
a recital partner. She has performed for Da Camera of Houston, Chamber 
Music Ann Arbor, Mohawk Trail Concerts, Skaneateles, and the Marrowstone 
Festival among others. Since 1992 she has shared her chamber music exper
tise with students at the Greenwood Music Camp. Formerly on the faculties 
of Dartmouth College and the Oberlin Conservatory, Ms. Kierman currently 
serves as Artist Teacher at the Shepherd School of Music. 
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